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About This Game

In this game your character is cute panda. Help Panda collect coins jumping on branches in the jungle. Also there is some rules
in this strange jungle, you need to collect as much golden coins as you can see to pass 3 star barier at the end of a forest. Panda

is pretty young right now, but in future it will grow, as well as forest will, grow with panda.

This is typical runner with cool achivements, and highly possible with trading cards. Your goal in this game is help panda pass
the jungle with maximum amount of stars, and u need to be carefull because u dont wanna kill your favorite panda.
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A very interesting, chalenging tactical rpg with DIFFICULT! turn based combat and very interesting and deep story.

You have to try it!

In the beginning it was a lot of bugs - but now it's playable.

8\/10. \u5f88\u559c\u6b22\u8fd9\u4e2a\u5c0f\u6e38\u620f\u3002\u591a\u81ea\u7531\u5ea6\u79fb\u52a8\u548c\u64cd\u4f5
c\u5f88\u6709\u8da3\u3002
I like this, fighting&moveing in 3 dimension is awesome !. Download the Demo play the Demo and then want more . This is
one of the best early dev games I have played , I like the crafting a change from the usuall and easy to understand . Graphics are
good for early dev , plenty to craft , maps are filled with caves to explore all in all it is worth buying and supporting the devs.

17\/10\/18

over 3 yrs since I wrote my review and not a lot has been done to the game in 3 yrs so unless you really want to support the Dev
then I would not buy this game untill and if it is ever finished. Pretty decent after the huge update.
More like facebook version of the game. There still is some rendering issues but if you want a good challenging survival game
with a lobby full of russians then go on. :D
8\/10. Great game so far.
Customize your ship with looted weapons like
- Blasters : shoots single bullets
- Lasers : constant beam
- Rockets : does make boom in an area
- Drone launcher : launches drones that will attack enemies in their path
and many more. You can even adjust the direction of the weapons and upgrade them with modifiers and all of a sudden your
laser beam splits into two beams or gets a bigger range.

Ten difficulties can be chosen between every checkpoint. [corrected]

Every 5 stages there is a mini Boss and every tenth stage there is a huge one. As far as I have played they are pretty easy if you
learn their pattern. The game as a whole is not that hard and it becomes easier the more you upgrade your trashcan ... sorry ...
your fighter. But with an almost infinite amount of stages in the game you will sooner or later reach your limit.

The controls are simple: Move around, fire (all weapons at once), shield. That's it. Use a controller or your mouse if you like -
both works well but adjusting the firing angle of a weapon with an analogue stick is just a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Kyoko's Theme Song is a remix of Children by Robert Miles. That song took me way
back! 10\/10. MULTIPLAYER IS DOWN! HAS BEEN FOR A LONG TIME. DO NOT BUT FOR COOP! I AM DEEPLY
DISAPPPOINTED.
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It's a really beautifully created Visual Novel. It has a lot of likeable characters and some where you can relate to them, like Suoh
is to me. I really hope the rest of the games and soundtrack comes out for this.. this game has a great story, good graphics
including character models & the world/scenery & movement animations. I really like the well sorted inventory & information.
and the end of chapter quizes made sure you were paying attention. I was confused that there was only mention of an earring
once in the 1st chapter an then no mention of it until close to the end of the game. only crashed once near the beginning of the
game, but I don't think it was an issue with the game itself. all in all good game. have fun figuring out who done it! :-). Don't buy
this game(it will never be fixed)
Here's why:
Laggy Actions, take a little time to happen some things(like completing the levels)
Blurry images on some items
Texts have lines around them and some text bubbles just escape out
Some buttons like the Skip button keeps on the screen on the level after you start
Developers just wants to release the game and don't care about the user's complaints to fix the broken things(Only the
achievements were fixed).

I'll sure update my review if it gets fixed someday.. So... this is late.
Wanting this game is the reason I finally got on Steam (2 years ago...) I'm usually horrid at both puzzlers and platforms... so,
progress has been made. It's delightful, whimsical and sometimes infuriating... all the things that keep it interesting.

Pros:
Storyline elements: gain and lose friendships with the NPCs.
Pleasant graphics.
Spryfox foxes and bears. oh my!
Lots to learn and it's gradual (if you can even learn it all...)

Cons:
This is not a single sit playthrough, it does get repetitive after awhile. smaller doses will keep you entertained.

. This is a decent DLC. I got it on sale for $1.40, it is worth it at that price but I can't finish this mission. My economy is
booming, problem is the cheese outputs didn't actually leave the dock at the rate I wanted it to (I had over 4,000 per shipment
for export, only about 500 left) so that made things slow. To add to this, the mandate ends that quickly that for me on three
attempts, the mandate offers you, as the president get, aren't enough.

The building is the only thing I overly like, it provides a good sustainble amount of income.

Purchase on sale, its a good challenge but after three attempts, I gave up. It isn't very optimised task wise as becoming
independant barely happens, I got to 62% and nothing happened, I red on the internet someone reached 75%+ and he couldn't
declare independance, so its a miss. 4\/10.

----

Thanks for reading my review! If you like my reviews and care to read more, feel free to join Antwog's Analysis (Reviews). 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/AntwogReviews

If you have questions comment below or post in Antwog's Analysis (Reviews) general discussion page. If you liked it, give it a
rating.. I bought this for the zero G mechanic and to experience the earth from a space station, but it's been severely watered
down (there is no transfer of kinetic energy to angular velocity when you touch something - you just stop!) and they have
annoying flaps on each side (helmet I suppose) which restrict peripheral vision.

The FoV is already insufficient on the first gen HMDs and the last thing I want is a further reduction.

I understand some people may need this to avoid motion sickness, but there should be a non-hobbled option for those who wish
to experience a realistic zero G experience, in which one rotates when touching or throwing things, and which may cause the
player to float upside down.
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I'll most likely be refunding this one unless I find some redeeming quality that makes it more than just another rails shooter.
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